
Description

 

1.Type:                           Upside Down Bike Rack Stand Manufacturers For Home/Apartment/Garage
2.Color: Black
3.Size: 75*48*200cm
4. Finish Hot Galvanized
5.Material: Steel
6.Logo: Print/Customized
7.Sample Fee 55 USD(Can be refunded in bulk.)
8.Sample Time: 7-10 Days

9.Packing Details: Inner Packing: Bubble bag,cloth bag,or foam.
4pcs/carton

10. Weight: N.W: 4.25kg
G.W:4.95kg

 

When choosing a Upside Down Bike Rack for indoor or shop use, consider factors such as the number of
bikes you need to store, the available space, the rack's compatibility with different bike types, and any
additional features that may enhance convenience and functionality.

 

Features of  Upside Down Bike Rack Stand

 

Space-saving design: Upside Down Bike Racks are designed to lean against a wall, making
them ideal for indoor spaces where floor space is limited.
Capacity: They can accommodate multiple bikes, depending on the specific rack model and
design.
Stability: These racks rely on the weight of the bikes and gravity to stay in place, ensuring
stability and security for the stored bikes.
Durability: Upside Down Bike Racks are often constructed from sturdy materials such as
steel or aluminum to withstand the weight of multiple bikes and regular use in indoor
environments.
Protective features: Some Upside Down Bike Rack may have cushioned or coated arms to
protect the bikes' frames from scratches or damage while being stored.
Adjustability: Certain models may offer adjustable arms or configurations to accommodate
different types and sizes of bikes, including road bikes, mountain bikes, and e-bikes.
Easy installation: Many gravity bike racks are designed for easy assembly and
installation, often requiring basic tools and minimal effort to set up.
Versatility: While primarily designed for indoor use, some gravity bike racks may also be
suitable for outdoor use in covered areas or protected environments.

 

https://www.chinabikerack.com/products/Floor-Hanging-Bicycle-Rack-Accessories-1-up-Bike-Gravity-Hooker-Shop-Stand-Bicycles-Hanger-Rack.html


Products Pics

 



 

FAQ

 

1.Can you print our logo on the products?

- Yes, of course. Just give us your logo image and tell us your requirements, your logo will be perfectly
shown on it.

2.Can we make our own design on the packaging?

- Sure, most of our clients are using their self-designed packaging.

3.If we can make some change to your products?



- Customization is welcomed! We are glad to assist you in making the products better and we will protect
your design.

4.What's your lead time?

- Normally 7 working days for sample, 30 working days for mass production.


